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People are remotely going into my phone.

MARK.PINE@baruchmail.cuny.edu <MARK.PINE@baruchmail.cuny.edu>
Thu 5/6/2021 8:57 PM
To:  newyork@fbi.gov <newyork@fbi.gov>; Office of the Police Commissioner <pc.office@nypd.org>; pcuhotline@dany.nyc.gov
<pcuhotline@dany.nyc.gov>
Cc:  question@nycourts.gov <question@nycourts.gov>
Bcc:  Mark Pine <m@markpine.com>

Greetings,

Today I was in Central Park for a class. I broke my arm a few weeks ago and I had to go to the

doctor today. I also had a wisdom tooth taken out this week. I was very tired. 

While I was listening to the class today the sun knocked me out for a few minutes. 

When I woke up someone had remotely gone into my Zoom account and turned on my

microphone and camera. The phone was in the grass at Central Park. 

I just don't understand why someone is going into my phone remotely. This has happened

several times. 

Please advise if you have any advice for me. 

Thank you and have a great day. 

Ever upward,

Mark Pine

450 Lexington Avene #1375

New York, NY 10163

allmylinks.com/newyorkcityvids

linktr.ee/newyorkcityvids

CUNY Student Number #23971756

I always treat everyone at Baruch College with the utmost respect at all times. That includes staff,
professors, and students. Treating people respectfully is more important than anything. I love Baruch
College and The City University of New York. It’s the best opportunity ever. 
____________________________________________

I have been homeless for the past 5 years. I’m in good spirits and I’m making the best of it. People I know
paid New York law enforcement to chase away several of my web marketing clients. I don’t blame my
clients, I wouldn’t want to deal with the drama either. 
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I’m a professional at being homeless. I earned a 3.975 GPA after 12 classes and 36 credits at LaGuardia
Community College / The City University of New York while homeless. I’m in my first semester at Baruch
College / The City University of New York. 

I don’t take all the credit for the GPA. The professors and staff at LaGuardia Community College and
Baruch College are stellar. I will never forget how helpful they are for the rest of my life. If it wasn’t for
them, I wouldn’t have earned the As. 

Before I was at CUNY I was in a Human Resources Administration public assistance job program and it
was horrible. I would sit around all day and stare at the clock. All the computers were always taken and my
phone didn’t work in the building. It was like having the worst possible full-time job and being paid about
$100 per week. Remembering that job program makes me appreciate CUNY even more. I applied for
hundreds of minimum wage jobs and no one hired me. 

Also the New York City police would have members of their large civilian team tease me and harass me at
the HRA welfare job program like they are doing right now as I write this at the East 72nd Street and 2nd
Avenue subway station in New York City. The New York City Police would order people to purposely
crash into me, tease me about my case being dropped for no reason, and things like that. 

The New York City Police, Nassau County Police, etc., have civilian teams they use to run scams. You
have to see it to believe it. If you Google cointelpro you can read about some of the scams that have been
going on for decades. Believe me, it hasn’t gotten better. Law enforcement has improved on those scams
and added in a bunch of new ones. There has to be so many innocent people in jail right now it’s not even
funny. This email signature is dedicated to them. 

Google what law enforcement has been busted for in New York. It’s almost impossible for police officers to
get in trouble. Internal affairs is a complete scam. The police still step out out bounds every once in a while
and that’s a small fraction of the big picture. 

I grew up in the Hewlett Woodmere area on Long Island. I graduated from Hewlett High School in 1994. I
also grew up in Westhampton, New York and New York City. A few people I grew up with have been
paying former New York law enforcement (NYPD, NCPD, etc.) private investigators for decades. 

I am always friendly and respectful to the police in person. I’m homeless so I interact with them all the time.
For example, I always talk with the police when I go to Walgreens and Duane Reade. I advise the police
officers I speak with to get a New York State real estate salesperson license. I’m a homeless New York
State licensed real estate broker. 

I estimate that a fraction of one percent of police officers are criminals. Those are the ones that the people I
grew up with pay. One of the services the people who I grew up with pay official law enforcement private
investigators for is to harass people including me. 

Before I go any further, I don’t drink. I don’t smoke. I don’t party. I don’t have a criminal record. I don’t do
anything illegal. I live squeaky clean. I refer to myself as Mark “squeaky clean” Pine. For example, I sent
my 2020 Federal and New York tax return to the IRS in January 2020 by certified mail. 

Now that I’m at CUNY I’m loving life. I have a mobile phone. I have a laptop. I have places to shower. I
have storage to keep my things. I have a little food. I just don’t have a roof over my head. 
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The law enforcement people who harass me know me inside and out and vice versa. I have rock-solid
evidence to back up everything I’m saying. For example, news articles in mainstream news websites, phone
records, bank records, etc. 

I called, emailed, and shared the articles with a few of the executives at CUNY and other government
officials. For example the Department of Investigations, the Civilian Complaint Review Board, NYPD
Internal Affairs, NCPD Internal Affairs, Speaker of the City Council, District 2 City Council, Manhattan
Borough President, New York FBI, DC FBI, FBI Headquarters, Department of Justice Headquarters,
Nassau County Police Department, New York City District Attorney, Nassau County District Attorney,
several US Attorneys offices, NYC Public Advocate, NYC Comptroller, New York State Comptroller,
NYPD 13th Precinct, Nassau County Executive, and many others. 

When the police, private investigators, and the civilians who work for them harass me, I call NYPD 911. I
used to argue with them on the phone. I don’t argue with them anymore. There is no point. They aren’t
helping me. 

Of course, the private investigators were given the audio of me arguing on the phone with the NYPD from
years ago while I was being attacked, teased, robbed, tortured, and bullied by New York law enforcement
and their civilian team. They are still harassing me every day. 

The police want to take the audio and say those words were directed towards someone or multiple people at
CUNY (students, professors, staff), the Nassau County Police Department, and anywhere else I go. They
want to follow me around with that audio forever. It’s not even that bad but it’s all they have. 

It’s classic cointelpro scams that law enforcement is running on me. They want to say I’m a racist, I
discriminate, I’m rude, etc. I’m minding my own business not bothering a fly > cointelpro > he’s a menace. 

The police are currently using some of the old audio of me in a criminal case brought against me in Nassau
County. The NYPD is hiding behind the Nassau County Police. They are trying to pull me out of Baruch
College and throw me in jail over a case that would shock people. 

For example, I was calling the Nassau County District Attorney, New York FBI, Nassau County
Executive, Nassau County Internal Affairs, Nassau County Attorney, Nassau County Police Headquarters,
etc. for years begging them to help me stop the NYPD, NCPD, and their civilian lie and scam team from
harassing me. 

Has anyone ever heard of someone doing anything illegal calling all those agencies for help while
committing a crime? It’s beyond logic. Even for cointelpro standards of lying. 

Also, maybe it’s a coincidence but I have not seen one mention of my arrest anywhere on the web. A full
time Baruch College student was arrested for calling the Nassau County Police hundreds or thousands of
times. Not one mention anywhere on the web. I’m going to try and contact as many journalists as possible
when I can. 

How is that not at least one article somewhere? The Nassau County Police and Nassau County District
Attorney pull an honor student on the Dean’s List of the City University of New York out of school and
throw him in jail. The police are claiming I called for no reason. I’m claiming people I know pay them to
get away with felonies, harass me, etc. Not one article. 
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If you Google me, you will see one social media post after the next saying that the police and their civilian
team won’t stop harassing me, cointelpro, etc. The police can say whatever they want. I earned a 3.975 as a
full time college student during the pandemic while living in the street in New York City. That doesn’t take
skill? In the freezing cold winter with everything closed. And of course, with the police harassing me and
stealing my belongings the whole time. 

The Nassau County Police Department is claiming I called them from two phones. The only thing they
didn’t realize is that I never spend cash. Every dollar I spend is tracked and where I’m at is always tracked
in multiple ways. If I took cash out of the bank the police would claim I used it to buy a grenade. 

The only time I have ever spent cash in years is for my laundry and that is a tiny amount of money. I don’t
use cash for food, I don’t use cash for anything, especially phones. The whole point of calling the police is
so there is a record I reported them. 

I called NYPD 911 over 1,000 times this month (March 2021) from my phone. The whole point is so that
there is a record that the police will not stop teasing, robbing, and harassing me. I hope one day the public
hears how unprofessional the people who answer my NYPD 911 and NCPD 911 calls. It’s the essence of
evil. 

If a store has a credit card minimum I shop somewhere else. I don’t pull cash out of my bank accounts ever.
I’ve been living like this for years. 

One of the police’s favorite scams is to have people sneak up on me and blow weed smoke in my face.
According to the police that’s a coincidence too. They will throw drug paraphernalia around me while
recording it. Then the police have drug addicts and drug dealers who work for them pretend they are
handing me things. They do this for hours at a time. They have done this to me dozens if not hundreds of
times throughout the years. 

Another thing the police (NYPD, NCPD) like to do is have young girls follow me around and pretend I’m
following them. The girls will act like they are under attack and very scared. I just pick up my phone and
start dialing 911. 

I know the police aren’t going to help me. I just do it so I can use it as evidence if any of the civilians who
work for the police say I did anything improper. The police and their civilian lie and scam team can explain
why I called 911 and other law enforcement numbers at the exact time they are saying I was doing
something illegal. 

If you don’t have money and the police want a piece of your for some reason, it’s hard to find help from the
government. The only office who helped a little was the New York City Comptroller's office. 

I have dealt with police internal affairs in New York City, Nassau County, and other places. It’s a complete
scam. Internal Affairs is there for cops who are completely out of control. They can care less about civilians
being harassed as long as the police are sneaky about it. Believe me, they are very sneaky. When they
aren’t sneaky, good luck getting a copy of the security video. 

Now the Nassau County Police are claiming I called them using a second phone. The whole point of
calling them is to create a record that the police are harassing me because they blocked me on several
occasions from obtaining a police report. Why would I want to hide that I’m calling the police? It makes no
sense. The whole point of calling is to create a record of my innocence. 
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One time I called the NCPD 4th Precinct to let them know I’m going to stop by to obtain a police report
and the officer started to threaten me on the phone. I asked if this line is being recorded and the Nassau
County Police Officer hung up. 

The beauty of that is I called from the only phone I have. I can simply go into my T Mobile phone records
and view the exact date and time of the call. I plan on requesting a copy of that call for my criminal case.
I’m sure the Nassau County Police Department will be happy to turn the call over. 

If I didn’t call 911 I would be in jail right now. The NYPD and NCPD could have made up any lie they
wanted. One thing they like to do is have a young girl or girls follow me around in several different places
and pretend she is under attack and fighting for her life while the police and their civilian team supervise. 

If you don’t believe they do that, Google the name NYPD Alberto Randazzo. I don’t know him personally
but look at what he was arrested for. Would you have believed that? Google NCPD Richard Furbotter.
How did these guys slip through the cracks? I know how. They do that stuff, but they draw the line on
cointelpro scams? 

Who is anyone going to believe between a young girl who secretly works for the police or me, a 44 year
old homeless person? They will have the girl crash into me, cut me off, run around in front of me, over and
over until they get the pictures and video they want. 

Whatever incentives these girls are getting is working because they are playing for keeps. That’s why I pick
up the phone and start dialing 911. Then the NYPD and Nassau County 911 operators start verbally
attacking me. 

The police have guys harass me and pick fights with me every day too. Using girls is a better scam though
in my opinion. It’s hard to wrap your head around the US government using teenage girls and girls in their
twenties to ruin innocent people’s lives. People don’t want to believe the government is that corrupt and
evil. 

The government does a lot of good too. That doesn’t excuse this type of behavior. 

The New York FBI blocked my number. NYPD Internal Affairs blocked my number. The US Attorney in
Westchester blocked my number. The entire US Secret Service blocked my number. I’m being tortured by
government employees and they are blocking me from calling. It’s a great scam. 

There is no way in hell that the Nassau County Police is going to hand over the calls when their operators
are clearly breaking the law by threatening and verbally attacking me. They only want to use the calls when
they are calling themselves with phone calls they edited.  

I never blocked my number on one call. I have nothing to hide. I gave all my information, they know
exactly who I am. I emailed them my information. I don’t do anything illegal. 

Now when I’m in Nassau County and the NCPD and their civilian team start harassing me, I call the FBI.
Not the New York FBI because they blocked my phone number. FBI in other states. 
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When the police and their civilian team harass me in New York City, which is every day, I still call NYPD
911. I’ve called NYPD 911 over 10,000 times. I don’t understand how not one police officer didn’t hear
that a CUNY student has called NYPD 911 over 10,000 times and checked out what’s going on. 

That’s why the NYPD is hiding behind the Nassau County Police on my criminal case. They are giving
Nassau County Police audio and taking it out of context. Then they came up with the brilliant idea to say I
called from another phone which makes no sense. I don’t have another phone. 

The NYPD is trying to bury my case in Nassau County because in New York City more people will find
out about how they took money to ruin my life. 

Once I heard about the second phone lie I sent my T Mobile Phone records and Chase Bank records
voluntarily to the Nassau County District Attorney. My public defender told me not to. The public defender
gave me a lot of bad advice. 

My Chase Bank records prove that there was no second phone and I don’t drink or party at all. 

I still treat all the Nassau County public defenders with the utmost respect at all times. Although, I didn’t
survive years being tortured by the police by taking bad advice from people the police send at me. 

If anyone looks at the emails I have sent to the staff and professors at CUNY, you will see that I always
treat everyone with the utmost respect at all times. I have plenty of experience interacting with people. 

I have helped hundreds of individuals and companies around the country with web marketing. I’ve run
Google Ads campaigns for companies, helped with social media, video production, etc. My former clients
include doctors, attorneys, construction companies, retail businesses, etc. 

It’s not that difficult to figure out how the police want to try and have me kicked out of school after dealing
with them for years. 

1. 
They will lie and say “he said something rude to someone at Baruch College.” Then they will mix up
my voice with that old audio. Believe me with billions of dollars, they do that. The NYPD budget is
in the billions of dollars. The pensions are over a billion dollars per year. The NYPD is paying over a
billion dollars a year for retired police officers while simultaneously there are people being victimized
every day in New York City. Doesn’t seem fair. Does anyone even know what the New York FBI’s
budget is? 

2. 
Something happens off-campus that coincidentally involves Baruch College students and me. “Mark
Pine ran into Baruch College students in Manhattan, Brooklyn, or Queens, and X happened. We
have 100 witnesses, photos, and videos. He’s a menace!” 

3. 
“He sent a vulgar email to someone at school.” They will go into my email or social media and send
some nasty emails to people.

The police have civilians who work for them crash into me and cut me off while recording me. I guess you
would call it an ambush. They have done that a lot. I’m not going to get into everything the police do to me
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because I don’t want to offend anyone. 

The people I grew up with throw around tens of thousands of dollars like it’s pennies. The civilians I grew
up with give the police a big budget to run scams so it’s no problem for them to recruit people. Of course
the police use the government resources to run scams too. 

I sent articles to the higher-ups at CUNY about the people who pay the police to harass me that would
make anyone say how is that person not in prison. Not only are the people I grew up with not in prison, but
they also don’t have criminal records after being busted attacking people and blatantly committing other
felonies. 

The people I know who pay the police to terrorize people get people apartment rentals, cars, jobs, cash, etc.
There is no denying that the civilians I grew up with are connected in New York and other states.
Unfortunately, they use their contacts to sabotage people. 

I know of a famous story in New York where the people who pay the police to harass me lent someone
over a million dollars to sabotage the person. The whole story is documented in the press. I can’t mention
the victim's name because he would sue me for defamation. They robbed him but he’ll sue me. Free speech
can get expensive. 

I don’t even think he knows that’s how good at scamming they are. They got the money back and ran the
person into the ground. They tried to do the same thing to me years ago. 

My civilian enemies had someone offer me a car. They didn’t tell me what kind of car. They just said we
bought you a car. By the way, we need you to sign this non disclosure agreement. I said I’m not signing,
keep the car. They run scams like that all day long. Guaranteed they had an expensive hidden video camera
in the office. 

I know a lot more stories than this. For example, I know of a woman who is in jail for years that the police
set up. I told the New York City Department of Investigations, NYPD internal affairs, NYPD crime
stoppers, etc., they can care less. The police are probably torturing that poor woman right now. No one to
tell. 

The private investigators also have people try and pick fights with me to try and get me to react. None of it
is going to work. A person can pour a can of paint on my head and I can care less. I’ll report it and that’s it.
I never lose my cool. I’ve been through hell and back, I’m used to it. 

There was a student at LaGuardia Community College who started yelling at me in the middle of class. I
have no idea who the person is. I never said one word to the person in my life. There was a camera in the
classroom. I reported it to LaGuardia Community College Public Safety. They said the camera was broken.
Then someone went into my email and erased some, not all, of the emails of me reporting what happened.

I have also contacted Public Safety at Baruch College, the main CUNY Public Safety Headquarters, Title 9
Coordinators, etc., and reported what's going on. 

I’m walking on eggshells because Baruch College CUNY has a massive positive impact on my life and I
want to continue at Baruch College CUNY. I ultimately want to go to CUNY graduate school. 
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The police also send messages and pretend it’s me. One time I was volunteering to get into expensive
technology events. The police and their civilian team went into my Facebook account and sent messages to
the person I was volunteering for. 

The people I grew up with have just as much money, contacts, and are equally as evil as almost any
criminals you have read about in the news during the past few years. I remember reading on a mainstream
news website that someone who was convicted for harassing and attacking several people was hiring
former law enforcement to cover up his crimes. 

That is why it took so long to convict the person. The people I grew up with are just as bad and do the
same exact thing. I now understand why victims sometimes wait years before coming forward and
reporting their attackers. It’s because unless you have a lot of money for an attorney, navigating the US
government system is very time-consuming. I literally spend a hundred hours per month defending myself
against the people who harass me.  

Instead of living off about $400 per month from HRA NYC public assistance, I get a lot more now because
I’m at CUNY. For example, I receive thousands of dollars per year in my bank account from student loans
in addition to the monthly money from the public assistance office. 

I pay all my bills in advance when I receive the money from student loans. For example, mobile phone, etc.
Not one penny goes to alcohol, smoking, vaping, partying, or anything like that. 
I also had a job at school in the library before school went online. 

The private investigators who my civilian tormentors pay are claiming I’m willing to jeopardize the blessing
in my life that is CUNY. I treat everyone at CUNY with the utmost respect including students, staff, and
professors. I mostly keep to myself at school. 

Having to constantly put out one fire after the next severely interferes with my productivity. For example,
right now as I’m writing this. 

I never email students so no student will ever read this. 

This is an email I sent to all my professors about class groups. 

Greetings Professor,

First and foremost, I love CUNY. It’s the best opportunity ever. I treat everyone at CUNY with the utmost
respect at all times. That includes students, professors, and staff. 

I have plenty of experience interacting with people from web marketing and real estate.

I wanted to mention that I have been homeless for the past 5 years. Just in case there is mandatory
interaction between students, I thought it was only fair for you and the students in my class groups to
know. 

I'm sure there are a number of students and their parents who wouldn't want their child in groups and
pairing up with homeless people. 
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I give you permission to announce to the class if there is anyone who wouldn’t mind being in a group with
a homeless person, Mark Pine is homeless.

I’m not embarrassed at all. Hopefully, with the help of CUNY, I’ll have a roof over my head one day. 

Because of CUNY, I have a laptop, phone, place to shower, MetroCard, food, clothes, etc. CUNY has
given me a huge opportunity to get back on track. 

I’m actually a homeless New York State licensed real estate broker. 

I don't drink. I don't smoke. I don't have a criminal record. I don't do anything illegal. I just have bad credit
and no money. That's it.  

In my first year at CUNY, I earned a 3.975 GPA with 36 credits. 

I sometimes sleep on the 7 train, buses, subway platforms, etc. I also study in the subway because I use the
free WiFi. 

I’m always friendly to the NYPD when they tell me to get off the steps. Hundreds of NYPD officers know
me because I’ve been homeless for so long. They couldn’t be more friendly. I talk with them often. I
recommend they get a real estate salesperson’s license. 

Just in case any group members see me around town, I'd like to be upfront with everyone so there is no
surprise. 

I did a little investigative journalism and found there are thousands of complaints from New York college
students against New York college students every year. I want to take every precaution possible so I’m not
part of it. 

According to New York Post journalist Melissa Klein: Cornell, NYU top list of New York colleges with
most sexual violence complaints.

New York’s colleges recorded nearly 4,000 sexual misconduct complaints in 2018, with Cornell and New
York University at the top of the list, new state data shows.

In general, more students at the public CUNY and SUNY institutions were found responsible for their
actions in school disciplinary proceedings than at the state’s private schools.

nypost.com/2020/01/11/cornell-nyu-top-list-of-new-york-colleges-with-most-sexual-violence-complaints/

I am going to continue to be a model student. I will be concise, professional, serious, and respectful, at all
times when interacting with students.  

I'm upfront and honest about everything. That is why I'm letting all my professors know I’m homeless just
in case it affects what groups I'm placed in. 

I have a place to keep clean clothes, shower, etc. I’m in great spirits. I’m making the best of it and enjoying
life.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__nypost.com_2020_01_11_cornell-2Dnyu-2Dtop-2Dlist-2Dof-2Dnew-2Dyork-2Dcolleges-2Dwith-2Dmost-2Dsexual-2Dviolence-2Dcomplaints_&d=DwMF-g&c=dTXc8cCP8suVpClwB1HRHQACHN4UFMgL7MtSjCbKyts&r=kuLFxAxa8vYU7Axze1jHi3F8diENiQdzGZSpSMS3zJ8&m=Y2dyvvFC-cDDp1GxAbOFjqNyFO4FNhUT7kZp6MEP9_w&s=mNcEKBk9MPbCEGqEJzGuebGYLANLkng8XtdbmKZ4SYo&e=
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Please advise if you require any additional information. 

Thank you and have a great day. 

Ever upward,

Mark Pine

#23971756

I always treat everyone at CUNY with the utmost respect at all times. That includes staff, professors, and
students. Treating people respectfully is more important than anything. 
I love The City University of New York.

People I know paid the Nassau County Police Department to arrest me. The NYPD is involved too, they
are hiding behind the Nassau County Police. 

First and foremost, I treat everyone who works for Nassau County with the utmost respect at all times. That
is more important than anything. I believe that everyone is doing their best under the circumstances. Even
the Nassau County District Attorney’s office who knows I’m innocent and is prosecuting me anyway. 

I'm charged with a misdemeanor. I have rock-solid evidence to prove my innocence.
There is no third party in the case. It’s just the Nassau County Police Department and me. The NCPD is
saying that I called them for no reason. 

The NCPD are also lying and saying I called them from two phones instead of one. I only have one phone.
I’m homeless. I’m lucky to have one phone. 

The Nassau County Police Department and the Nassau County District Attorney are trying to suppress the
evidence that proves I’m innocent. 

All the public defenders I have interacted with are 100% on the side of the Nassau County Police
Department and Nassau County District Attorney. 

I still treat my public defenders respectfully. That doesn’t mean I can’t expose the situation publically. 

I live squeaky clean, so I have nothing to hide. I treat everyone respectfully and I don’t do anything illegal. 

I started to send my evidence for the criminal case directly to the Nassau County District Attorney. The
Nassau County District Attorney threatened me to stop. 

I respectfully emailed the Nassau County District Attorney and said let me know if it’s illegal to respectfully
send the evidence to your office. When I hear that I’ll stop sending it. They never responded. 

I know people who have paid the Nassau County Police to get away with multiple felonies. 

I can submit the evidence that shows the NCPD is lying. Civilians who work for the NCPD signed sworn
statements lying too. They definitely don’t have to worry about Nassau County Internal Affairs busting
them. 
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The Nassau County Police and NYPD know that this case can cause a backlash as it stands now so they
are harassing me and looking to make up any lie they can think of to make it seem like I’m out of control. I
don’t have time to keep writing up all the scams. They were trying to get me to call the police in Florida. It
never ends. 

This is corruption that equals the worst you will find anywhere in the world. When I hear people talk about
what’s going on in other countries as if we have it all under control in the US, I shake my head. I hope they
never have to experience what I’m going through right now. 

I told everyone I’ll cop to a violation and we can end this. They said no. 

I said if it goes to trial I’m requesting a judge trial, not a jury trial. The reason is that people I know who run
scams for the police brag that they serve on juries. I’m not trying to find out if it’s true or not. I’ve had the
police sabotage me at almost every other government agency. 

I don’t drink. I don’t smoke. I don’t do anything illegal. I don’t have a criminal record. I treat everyone who
works for the Nassau County government with the utmost respect when I interact with them because I’m a
nice person and I’m not trying to make a bad situation worse. 

I’m also exercising my free speech on social media. The Nassau County Police know I’m speaking out and
exposing them publicly so they are looking for any excuse to lock me up and discredit me. 
I am contacting thousands of organizations to try and find someone with the power to help me expose this
situation and let me get back to my life.     
   
Greetings Nassau County District Attorney, 

I’m documenting everything here and in my Baruch College email signature. I’m also researching the
courts, laws, etc. as much as possible in my spare time. 

1. The NYPD, NCPD, and their civilian teams are still harassing me. Please let me know where I can
report them?

So far I reported the police to the Civilian Complaint Review Board, NYPD Internal Affairs, NCPD
Internal Affairs, the Department of Investigations, and others. 

I’m still being harassed. No one, including the NCPD, has investigated any of my claims or looked at my
rock-solid evidence. If they have looked at it they aren’t helping.

Respectfully, who should I contact? 

2. If a disrespectful email is sent to anyone involved with this case it’s not me. Please forward it to me and
I’ll forward it to NYPD Internal Affairs. The police and their civilian team go into my email and social
media accounts and sabtoage them. 

3. I have a class at the same time as the court date. I emailed my professor at Baruch College and asked if it
was OK if I have the class open on one screen and the court case open on another screen. The professor
said OK. I have a 100% attendance record after a year at college. I’m trying to keep it that way. 
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4. I have been dealing with the police harassing me for years. The case as it stands now is not enough for
the police. No way. They need some icing on the top of this cake. Meaning, they want to create some
fabricated audio with me cursing out this new public defender or something like that. 

I have a 3.975 at The City University of New York after 36 credits. 

I’m smart enough for that but now the Nassau County Police Department is claiming he’s going to turn
around and curse out an attorney while being recorded? Or be disrespectful to anyone involved with this
case? Why would I do that? 

The NYPD and NCPD have people try and pick fights with me all the time. I let them do it. I don’t react.
Even when they physically attack me. Now they are claiming while I’m waiting to be sentenced, that I’m
not an honor student and model citizen that I have been my whole life.

The NCPD is claiming he's "a person who would curse someone out," that will guarantee me going to jail
and solidify their case against me.

Me winning is keeping my mouth shut, being respectful to everyone, and beating this case. That's my plan.

I don’t drink. I don’t smoke. I don’t party. I don’t have any criminal record. 

There are phone calls with the operators at Nassau County Police Headquarters tearing me to shreds. I can’t
wait to get my hands on that evidence. 

I know the police inside and out. They have audio of me arguing with the NYPD on the phone from years
ago. They are eager to use the audio out of context and mix it into a normal conversation. That’s why they
are lying and saying there were two phone calls. 

5. Why is the Nassau County District Attorney claiming that I only called the Nassau County Police
Headquarters and Nassau County 911 only 300 times when I called over 1,000 times? To cover up the calls
when they were tearing me to pieces on the phone. 

6. The only reason I come to Nassau County during the day sometimes is to study. I have nowhere to go in
New York City. I study at Chipotle, the Jericho Public Library, the Hicksville Library, Panera Bread,
Burger King, etc. 

I was arrested by the Nassau County Police Department in the Jericho Public Library while studying. 

7. I don’t take any of this personally. I know everyone at the Nassau County District Attorney is only doing
their job. 

8. If my memory is correct, the operators who pick up the phone at Nassau County 911 and Nassau County
Police Headquarters are civilians, not law enforcement. 

The police didn’t tell me to stop calling until 5 days before I was arrested. The NCPD 6th Precinct met me
in Great Neck and told me to stop calling Nassau County Police Headquarters and Nassau County 911, 5
days before my arrest. If I’m correct that was the first time law enforcement told me to stop calling and I
did. 
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9. I’m going on the record right now. The police have civilians who work for them follow me onto buses
and subways and harass me. I can’t report it to the NCPD so I’m reporting it to you. If you require any
additional information contact me anytime. 

I want to go on the record so that if anything happens I can turn over this email (if the police don’t erase it)
to anyone’s attorney if they get hurt because the police have their civilian team harassing me on public
transportation. 

Thank you and have a great day. 

Ever upward, 

Mark Pine

Sometimes I sleep on the subways when I'm tired. Twice now I have woken up to strange circumstances.
The other day I was sleeping on the 7 subway and I woke up with two MTA workers holding me. I said
why are you touching me? They got off me and that was it. I didn't do anything. I just moved away. 

Tonight the same thing happened. I was sleeping on the 7 train and when I woke up there was an NYPD
officer holding me. I said why are you touching me? He said you have to sit up. I said great can you stop
touching me? 

One more time, I feel bad for all the innocent people who are locked up. The scams that New York law
enforcement runs are out of control. 

Last night I was sleeping in a public place in Midtown Manhattan. There were a lot of security cameras
around. 

It's the next morning. I went to the gym to take a shower. When I took off my shirt I noticed cuts all over
both of my arms. 

This is not the first time this happened. I don't drink. I don't smoke. I don't party. What is someone doing to
me that I'm sleeping through someone cutting my arms?

I fell asleep around 2 AM. I had just finished my homework and was tired. I woke up around 5 AM. 

I've been to NYPD Precincts, NYPD Internal Affairs, Civilian Complaint Review Board, Department of
Investigations, District Attorney's office, US Attorney's office, Manhattan Borough President, etc. 

The only one who did anything was the New York City Comptroller's office although it is a long process. 

I've been dealing with these types of situations for years. There are hundreds of people who know me and
know what's going on. They also know the police are involved so no one is helping. 

This was an email I sent to law enforcement on 2/27/2021

Greetings,

I'm doing my Baruch College homework in the subway. 63 Drive stop in Rego Park, Queens.
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The NYPD and their civilian team are physically attacking me, trying to pick fights with me, crashing into
me, cutting me off, blowing weed smoke in my face, and of course, there are teenage girls who work for
the police circling around me while acting scared with the NYPD supervising.

No one called me a racist yet after physically attacking me and trying to pick a fight with me but it's only 3
PM and the NYPD and their civilian team will be harassing me nonstop for the rest of the day. That is one
of their favorite moves. The NYPD has people harass and attack me. If I start to record them with my
phone to protect myself or obtain evidence, multiple civilians who work for the police will start yelling I'm
a racist. They have done that dozens of times over the years. 

Thank you and have a great day.

Ever upward,

Mark Pine

I bought four rain jackets and a backpack because I knew the police and their civilian team would rip them
all. All five of the items were ripped while I was sleeping in the last 30 days. Anytime I purchase a shoe
that is leather or cloth the NYPD, NCPD and their civilian team will immediately rip the shoes when I'm
sleeping. I don't drink. I don't smoke. I don't party. Somehow, I never wake up when they do it. 
 
Update March 19th, 2021. 

The NYPD, NCPD, and their civilian teams are attacking me, robbing me, destroying my property, going
into all my email and social media accounts and sabotaging them, trying to pick fights with me, and of
course teasing me. 

They cut me off and crash into me over and over in the streets. I have contacted NYPD internal affairs and
the Department of Investigations and they haven't helped at all. I exposed the police very badly for trying to
have young girls who work for the police try and set me up for stalking so now the NYPD has switched
gears and they are trying to set me up as a racist or someone who discriminates. 

I have called NYPD 911 over 10,000 times. In my spare time I create videos for social media giving a tour
of New York City. The NYPD, NCPD, and their civilian teams harass me the entire time, ambush me, and
ruin my videos. 

I'm also trying to create documentaries about a few members of the NYPD and expose NYPD policies and
members. 

When I see the NYPD in person I'm always friendly. That includes being friendly and respectful to all
security guards at CUNY. 

These are a couple of NYPD and NCPD officers I'd like to include in my videos. There are plenty more. 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/pr/former-new-york-city-police-department-sergeant-sentenced-28-
years-prison-conspiring

I don't think this officer was convicted only arrested 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/pr/former-new-york-city-police-department-sergeant-sentenced-28-years-prison-conspiring
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https://abc7ny.com/michael-valva-update-resigns-thomas/7433965/

Not sure what happened with this case

https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2018/10/10/nassau-county-police-officer-arrested/

Thank you for reading. 

I was just required to verify this email account with my cell phone. That in no way means that this account
is secure. 

The police and their civilian team go into all my accounts anytime they want. 

I'm homeless. They go into all my email accounts, social media accounts, and other web-based accounts
when I'm sleeping. For some strange reason I have never woken up while they do it or during the dozens of
times they robbed me. 

The police and their civilian team also verify in their own devices when I'm sleeping so they can bypass the
double verification on my accounts. Its been well documented that US law enforcement has zero respect for
anyone's personal information and I'm confirming it's true. 

I erased the school email app off my phone. 

The police and their civilian team also make changes to this email signature and I have to keep fixing it. 

I have started to give video tours of New York City with my cell phone video camera that I share on social
media. 

The NYPD and their civilian team run every cointelpro scam that has ever been thought of on me while I
create the videos. 

The NYPD and their civilian team have people crash into me, run in front of me, cut me off, etc. The
NYPD and their civilian team have people run into me and pretend they are under attack while I'm minding
my own business. People I know pay the NYPD to terrorize me.  

This is my YouTube channel with the NYC tour videos.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuaXh2StV9Aj1zKpfY51hRg

I'm not going to say by who because it doesn't matter. I was told in writing by people at CUNY to stop
reporting to the Chancellors Office, Baruch College Presidents Office, and Public Safety that the NYPD
and their civilian team are torturing me. 

All I have left on this earth that the NYPD and their civilian team didn't take from me is the opportunity I
have at Baruch College. 

https://abc7ny.com/michael-valva-update-resigns-thomas/7433965/
https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2018/10/10/nassau-county-police-officer-arrested/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuaXh2StV9Aj1zKpfY51hRg
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I'm not contacting anyone at CUNY ever again to report that the NYCPD and their civilian team are
torturing me.

If the NYPD and their civilian team go into my email and send emails to get me in trouble I can't control
that. 

I will continue to call NYPD 911 to report that the NYPD and their civilian team are harassing me. I have
been calling NYPD 911 for years.

There are several ways the NYPD and their civilian team can get around the double verification on my
email. I'm homeless, it's not that difficult. They probably have devices verified into all my accounts right
now. 

The NYPD and their civilian team have a yearly budget in the billions of dollars with very little oversight. 

This is the letter I received telling me to stop respectfully contacting the above offices at CUNY about rich
people I know paying the NYPD and their civilian team to torture me. 

I'm confident this letter will be attached to all future applications I send out to other schools for example
graduate school. I'm going to try and respectfully challenge having this letter follow me around if CUNY
has a way to do so. 

You are entrusted with the responsibility of acting professionally at all times. You are responsible for
adhering to the rules of the College, including the CUNY Henderson Rules of Public Order and the CUNY
Policy on Acceptable Use of Computer Resources. Should you continue to violate the directives issued to
you, your Baruch College email account will be disabled. 

This is a written warning and will be kept in your student file. Failure to adhere to these and other CUNY
and Baruch College policies in the future may result in the College taking disciplinary action against you
and presenting your case before the Faculty Student Disciplinary Committee.

I'm not contacting anyone at CUNY about the NYPD and their civilian team torturing me again. They all
know. I get the message. I'm going to focus on reaching out to the public for help on social media. I also
walk around New York City with a sign that promotes my social media. 

CUNY Policy on Acceptable Use of Computer Resources 8. Disruptive Activities. a. CUNY Computer
Resources must not be used in a manner that could reasonably be expected to cause or does cause, directly
or indirectly, unwarranted or unsolicited interference with the activity of other users, including: ii.
spamming, junk mail or other unsolicited mail that is not related to CUNY business and is sent without a
reasonable expectation that the recipient would welcome receiving it;

Specifically, you have been directed on multiple occasions to refrain from sending mass email
communications to CUNY and Baruch College professionals

I'm 100% not contacting anyone at CUNY about the NYPD being paid to torture me again. 

I'm going to contact organizations outside of school to try and raise awareness that law enforcement is
torturing a lot of people. Law enforcement is also setting up a lot of innocent people. 
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Also, whenever controversial topics come up in my classes I keep quiet. I don't mention any of this in
class. 

The NYPD and their civilian team are looking for any lie to get me kicked out of Baruch College.
4/20/2021

I was told by Baruch College that we were allowed to pick our Fall 2021 classes on April 5th, 2021. I
believe that was the date, I’m not sure. 

All I know is when I went to pick my classes the online system at Baruch College wouldn’t allow me to
sign up for classes. I politely and respectfully contacted the staff at Baruch College and asked what was
wrong. 

The staff at Baruch College told me that only certain students can pick their Fall 2021 classes on April 5,
2021. They said I would have to wait for three days until the other students were done choosing which
classes they wanted first. 

Three days later when I went to choose my classes the majority of online classes I wanted to sign up for
were already filled by the students who were given early access to choose the classes they wanted. 

That means I’m going to be on campus at Baruch College during Fall 2021. 

I’m writing this quickly because I have a 12-page essay due soon and a bunch of other homework. 

People I know pay the NYPD and their civilian team to torture me, attack me, rob me, destroy my property,
follow me into stores and pick fights with me, and run every cointelpro ambush and scam on me that was
ever created since the 1960s. 

The NYPD blocked my phone number from calling any NYPD precinct, NYPD headquarters, NYPD
internal affairs, New York FBI, US Attorney in Westchester, etc. 

People I know have paid the NYPD and their civilian team to have me kicked out of Baruch College. 

This is how they are going to try and do it. 

1. The NYPD and their civilian team are going to have people crash into me, cut me off, try to start
arguments with me, etc. anytime I’m anywhere near Baruch College. They started doing it already.

2. 
The NYPD and going to have girls cut me off, crash into me, etc. over and over to try and obtain
video or photos that make it seem like I’m doing something wrong. 

3. 
The NYPD and their civilian team are going to take audio they have of me from years of physically
attacking me and say I said something nasty to someone at Baruch Collge. The NYPD has a budget
in the billions of dollars. They will edit audio conversations to get innocent people in trouble. They
also edit videos to get innocent people in trouble. 

4. 
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The NYPD is going to try and have Baruch College take away my college email and erase all the
evidence out of it. 

If you Google cointelpro those are the exact same scams that the NYPD runs all day every day in New
York City. 

I’ve decided that respectfully it would be best to 100% avoid any communication with students at Baruch
College. I respectfully notified my professors that if I have to have my grades reduced I understand. 

There are thousands of complaints from students about students every year in New York colleges. Also, I
have had several students try and pick fights with me at CUNY already. I ignored them all. Needless to say,
I treat all my professors with the utmost respect at all times. If I said or emailed one word to a professor or
staff at Baruch College or CUNY that wasn’t one hundred percent respectful, I would be out of college in
one second flat. 

The NYPD and its civilian team will not stop harassing me. 

I tried calling the New York FBI, NYPD Police Headquarters, US Attorney, and NYPD Internal Affairs
and they all blocked my phone number. I've called dozens of other government organizations as well. 

Now when the NYPD, NCPD, and their civilian team harass me I call the Department of Justice (202) 514-
2000 and NYPD 911.  I've called NYPD 911 over 1,000 times. 

I have to detail the cointelpro scam the NYPD and their civilian team just ran on me in the Grand Central
subway. 

I was just sleeping on the steps at the Grand Central subway when the NYPD and their civilian team ran a
nice scam on me. The date/time of the incident was Tuesday, April 27, 2021, at about 12:15 AM. 

I was comfortably sleeping on the steps in the subway. Two young adults, probably in their teens or
twenties, sat down next to me. The Grand Central subway is not busy at all right now. It’s a large subway
station. There were plenty of places to sit but now the staircase I’m on is blocked because of the two people
sitting next to me. 

They got my attention. I opened my eyes and saw them there. I didn’t say one word to them. The NYPD
and their civilian team harass me constantly, so I’m used to it. 

I said to myself, I can get up and move to another staircase but what’s the point, the NYPD and their
civilian team will follow me to the next staircase and tease and harass me there. I just closed my eyes and
turned my head and went back to sleep. 

A few minutes later a police officer woke me up and said to move. Now, this is where the cointelpro scam
begins. 

When I stand up I see there are two NYPD officers and the two young adults that sat next to me blocking
anyone from going up or down. I did not say a word to any of them. I just walked away.
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One of the NYPD officers tried to crash into me when I was walking away. That is their signature move. I
avoided him. 

Also, the two young adults who I suspect might be members of the NYPD civilian lie and scam team were
staring at me trying to get a negative look out of me. 

The cointelpro scam was the NYPD was trying to make it look like there was some type of issue between
the two young adults and myself. What they know about me is that I don’t react and I can care less.

Millionaires I know pay the police to harass lots of people and I’m one of them. It’s the reality of the
situation and I’m playing the cards I’m dealt. There is no point in crying about it. 

As far as the two young adults that were trying to pick a fight with me, I ignored them like always. The
NYPD has tons of civilians running scams trying to pick fights with me constantly. 

That’s how desperate the NYPD is to sabotage and set me up. They know I don’t do anything illegal. I
never react when the NYPD has people physically attack me, spit in my face, rob me, destroy my property,
shove their phones in my face, cut me off, crash into me, etc. 

Now the NYPD’s strategy is to try and get a negative look out of me with a couple of civilians who work
for them standing in front of me. 

My criminal case is over and I received a violation. I'm not going to have to serve any jail time and I still
don't have a criminal record. 

The NYPD and their civilian team have been harassing me around the clock since I received the positive
verdict. The NYPD and their civilian team are looking for any lie to have me thrown out of Baruch
College. They can't believe I beat them in court. 

The evidence in the court case revolved around the police editing audio they have of me into fabricated
phone and in-person conversations. The police also went into all my social media and email accounts and
were impersonating me. All the accounts were on double verification with my phone. 

Just to cover myself from the NYPD's scams, I've been calling NYPD 911 every day for a minimum of
1,000 times per month. 

I called NYPD 911 over 100 times yesterday. The NYPD 911 operators are harassing me on the phone
when I call. I have called NYPD 911 over 10,000 times. The NYPD has teenage girls shoving their
cameras in my face and taking pictures of me like they are under attack in the street. They just did it on East
34th Street and 3rd Avenue in New York City. I'm on my way to the Civilian Complaint Review Board
4/30/2021.


